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Student Dresses as Himself for

Halloween, Forced to Change
Melvin Schwarzengoggle

All of X-Hall was capti-

vated yesterday on Halloween as

DHS Sophomore Ziggy Jenkins was

confronted by deans and security

guards after 2nd period due to his

inappropriate costume.

Ziggy had dressed as him-

self for Halloween, wearing a boring

grey shirt with a white undershirt and

a pair of baggy jeans. DHS staff

promptly informed Ziggy that his cos-

tume choice was irresponsible and

inappropriate because of how it

depicted and offended an individual.

“Mr. Jenkins clearly made

a bad choice in terms of his dress for

Halloween,” a dean told The Flipside

after the altercation. “Deerfield High

School cannot foster an offensive

environment that distracts from learn-

ing. It is quite possible that Mr.

Jenkins was offending himself today,

and I find that simply unacceptable.”

“It was so stupid,” said a

very unhappy Ziggy. “They had me in

the dean’s office for an hour. They

lectured me on tolerance while we

waited for my mom to bring me a

grey shirt, white undershirt, and pair

of jeans from home so I could

change. I thought I had a real cool

idea, dressing as myself and stuff, but

next year I probably won’t wear a

costume at all. The school sucked all

the fun out of Halloween.”

Indeed Ziggy, indeed.

Left: The aformentioned Ziggy Jenkins in costume. Right: Ziggy Jenkins after changing

out of the offensive attire AP PHOTO

ASK MR.

MOTZKO
Dear Mr. Motzko,

It’s almost Halloween and I need to

find a costume. I thought about

being a monster or a ghost, but

everyone told me that was too

cliché. I need a creative idea, and

preferably one that is home made. I

have lots of tinfoil and I want to use

it as a starting point. Where should I

go from here? 

Sincerely,

Helpless for Halloween

Dear Helpless (and apparently

naked),

Spare the tinfoil for roasting pump-

kin seeds. Besides, you’re gonna

need it to finish a metallic hat that

will shield you from the super-secret

government satellites currently fly-

ing the skies in hopes of stealing our

brainwaves and selling their ill-got-

ten bounty to crazen Hollywood

writers. I’m talking to you, “so-

called creators” of Full House. All

Hallow’s Eve is down in the need

for some serious revisions in what

passes for scary. The faux (editor

unable to read word), faux Meyers

and faux Cheneys of Octobers past

are as played out as Kerry Wood’s

bare-china arm. Is it scary and

homespun you desire? Soak your

shirt in bacon grease and waft it in

front of a pack of wild curs. Repeat

until they threaten to tear it to

shreds. Get in the shirt. Presto!

You’re credit card debt. You want

terrifying? Link fifteen of your

friends together with broomsticks

and go out as saturated fat. Just try

to get out the door (or through an

artery). Disturbing, you say? Slip on

an extra undershirt that makes you

two degrees warmer. Pour an inch of

water in your shoes. Now you’re the

earth in 50 years.

Remember, pennies are not an edible

Halloween treat.

DHS Halloween Board

to Replace Costume

Wearing with Gift

Giving page 3E

SPECIAL REPORT:

CCRC to Charge $3.79

per Complaint page 4Q

By Picov Andropov

DEERFIELD, IL – A rapid decrease in

the number of children in the school’s

daycare has left many administrators

puzzled. The daycare was at full

capacity at the start of the year, but

has since been cut in half. The

Director of Daycare Affairs (and

Assistant Snack and Milk Distributor)

tells The Flipside that “said missing

children are probably just sick from

the twenty five year old Animal

Crackers we fed to them, which we

found hidden underneath the sippie

cups.”

The DHS Biology depart-

ment thinks otherwise, as they link the

decrease in the daycare population to

the new bell which has frustrated stu-

dents and faculty. One study has

shown that nearly every mammal

present in the “Back 40 Ecosystem” is

attracted to this new bell. Deer, bear,

squirrel, and the like have been hang-

ing around the school and are not easi-

ly “shooed” away. They instead

appear to be fixated on the school dur-

ing passing periods, as some have

labeled the “deer in headlights” syn-

drome. “This new bell has a higher

tone, one that is attracting animals. It

mimics mating calls in some species,”

says one Biologist.

More hungry animals

means less little children.

This hypothesis makes

sense considering the fact that DHS

has had nineteen reported cases of

pheasant attacks during gym classes

this year. There is simply an over-

abundance of furry woodland crea-

tures hanging around campus. 

Only time will tell whether

the missing children and new bell

have a correlation. But really, who

cares? They probably just got swal-

lowed up outside of the WERCS dur-

ing a passing period. The holding

hands while walking in a single file

line method can only go so far. 

It is no surprise that School

Chest has decided to give all proceeds

to installing a security system for the

daycare. What child is safe if he or

she does not have a tracking device

installed in his or her head (with

remote detonation standard of

course)? 

Some words of advice:

don’t leave food in your car and

expect it to be there at 3:14. 

New Bell Attracts Furry Woodland Creatures to DHS

INSIDE THIS ISSUE

-Are you older than seven? Get the

newest tips on applying to

college...(page 4E)

-Do you like to yo-yo? Well, you are

the only one (page 11X)

-Are you not sure what you are read-

ing? See the nurse (page 2R)

-Lean how to become a human elec-

tromagnet (page 88I).



“It’s a good thing these Halloween rules prevent me from being offended.”

DIRECTIONS: Unscramble these

four ordinary jumbles, and use the

letters in the circles to answer the

final question.

DILIP

RAWDA

TOLCUC

ROPSOU

A:

what happened when

the ice cube battle got

out of hand

NUMBERS

CRYPTOGRAM CHALLENGE

PICTURE THIS

SUDOKU JUMBLE

DIRECTIONS: This is a simple substitution code, each letter is replaced by a different letter. 

The first person to solve the cryptogram correctly will win a Flipside t-

shirt! (first means first to see Jeremy Keeshin to redeem shirt)

FACT

The number of people

who did not dress up at

Deerfield High School

because all possible

options were thrown out because they were

deemed too offensive or too sterotypical or not

a true representation of their personality (even

though that is what a costume is).

There are 23 doctors in the U.S. called Dr.

Doctor, and one called Dr. Surgeon.

1534

LIE
When you mix corn and spinach you get

world peace. 

WIN A FLIPSIDE T-SHIRT! HINT: Y = T

last week: "NEVER DOUBT THAT A SMALL GROUP OF THOUGHTFUL, COMMITTED CITIZENS CAN CHANGE THE WORLD. INDEED, IT IS THE

ONLY THING THAT EVER HAS."- MARGARET MEAD

Level: Steep

last week: ORBIT CLOAK CHANCE DIGEST

how the weatherman paid for his bill WITH A RAIN CHECK

Wait, this must be a typo. I don’t think anyone has ever said that. Costumes aren’t real.  

A

that means, that if there is any of the first

letter, replace it with the second letter

“YHRDYF FRXPE OPUA DUH FUZ HCKK SR AUPR NCEXGGUCDYRN SF YJR YJCDQE FUZ NCND'Y NU 

YJXD SF YJR UDRE FUZ NCN NU. EU YJPUH UOO YJR SUHKCDRE. EXCK XHXF OPUA YJR EXOR JXP

SUP. TXYTJ YJR YPXNR HCDNE CD FUZP EXCKE. RBGKUPR. NPRXA. NCETULRP.” - AXPW YHXCD

You can’twear that, it’soffensive
But this is

what I wear

normally!


